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Abstract

This bibliography records publications of Brad Bell.

Title word cross-reference

\( \ell_1 \) [ABBP11],

-Laplace [ABBP11],

1 [Oce83], 1724120 [Bel10], 1981 [Oce81], 1983 [Oce83].

'83 [Oce83].

acoustic [BBO81, BBM83], age [BF13], Algorithm [BP91], Algorithmic [BB08], applications [Bel10], Approximating [Bel01], Approximation [KNB+15], arrival [BR91], Asilomar [Che91], August [Oce83], Automatic [KNB+15], baseline [BBO81, BHMS91], Bayes [PB07, PB07], Bayesian [PB05, ABBP13b, PBF13], between [ABBP13b], blind [PB07], block [ABBP13a], book [Bel10], Boston [Oce81], Bucy [BBP09], Burg [BP91].

Calculating [BPW93], California [Che91], Carlo [PB08], chains [PB08], codes [BBM83, Bel83], Computers [Che91], Conference [Che91, Oce81, Che91], connection [ABBP13b], connections [ABBP13a], constrained [BBP09], convergence [Bel90], correcting [Bel83], correction [BBM83], covariance [PB07],

data [BBM83, BBS94, BBS96], Deconvolution [PB04, PB05, PB07], deep [BBO81], depth [BHMS91], detection [BBM83], Differentiation [KNB+15, BB08], disease [BF13], Distributed [PBF13], dynamic [PB08].
eigenfunctions [PB07], empirical [PB07].
error [BBM83, Bel83]. estimate [Bel01].
Estimating [BP04, BR91, BBS94, BBS96].
estimation [ABBP13b, Bel88, BF13],
evaluation [Bel88].

field [ABBP13b]. fifth [Che91]. filter
[BE86, BR91, BC93]. filtering
[BHMS91, Bel10]. Francisco [Oce83].
functions [BP04, BB08, BF13, PB05].
gamma [Bel88]. Gauss [BC93, Bel94].
Gaussian [ABBP13b]. Generalized
[Bel88]. Global [Bel90, BE86]. GPS
[BHMS91, DB94]. Grove [Che91].

Implementation [BBM83]. implicit
[BB08]. inequality [BPW93]. infinite
[Bel90]. insulin [BP04]. interior [BBP09].
international [Oce81]. inverse [BPW93].
iterated [BC93, Bel94]. iteration [BPW93].

Kalman [ABBP11, ABBP13a, BHMS91, BC93, Bel94, BB09, Bel10, PBF13].

Laplace [ABBP11, KNB+15]. likelihood
[Bel01, BB09]. linear [PB08]. Long
[BBO81, BHMS91]. long-baseline
[BHMS91].

marginal [Bel01]. Markov [PB08].
Massachusetts [Oce83]. matched
[BE86, BR91]. maximization [BP09].
MCMC [PB05]. measurement [BP04].
measurements [BHMS91]. Method
[DB94, Bel90, BC93, Bel94, BBS94, BBS96].
model [BF13, PB04]. models
[Bel01, BP04]. moment [Bel88]. Monte
[PB08]. MR [Bel10]. multidimensional
[BE86]. multipaths [BE86]. multiple
[BBS94, BBS96]. multitapers [BPW93].

network [BR91]. networks [PBF13].
Newton [BC93, Bel94]. non [PB04, PB08].
non-linear [PB08]. non-stationary [PB04].
Nonlinear [BHMS91, BP04, BB09].
Nonsmooth [Bel84]. November [Che91].
numerical [ABBP13a].

ocean [BB08, Oce81]. Oceans
[Oce81, Oce83]. one [BP04]. Optimal
[PB08, BB08]. optimization
[Bel84, BE86, Bel90].

Pacific [Che91]. parameter [Bel88].
parameters [BBS94, BBS96, Bel01, BP04].
physical [BP04]. point [BBP09].
Positioning [DB94]. prior [PB07].
Proceedings [Oce83]. programming
[Bel84]. pulse [BR91].

quadratic [Bel84].
random [ABBP13b, Bel01]. rate [BP04].
rates [BF13, real [Bel10]. real-time
[Bel10]. record [Che91, Oce81]. relative
[BBS94, BBS96]. results [ABBP13a].
review [Bel10]. RKHS [ABBP13b, PB05].
robust [ABBP11].

San [Oce83]. secretion [PB04]. semi
[Bel90, PB07]. semi-blind [PB07].
semi-infinite [Bel90]. Separating [BE86].
September [Oce81, Oce83]. sets
[BBS94, BBS96]. short [BHMS91].
short-baseline [BHMS91]. Signals
[Che91, PB04]. smooth [PB04]. smoother
[ABBP11, Bel94, BB09]. smoothing
[ABBP13a, PB08, PBF13]. Software
[Bel83]. spectral [BPW93]. stability
[ABBP13a]. static [PBF13]. stationary
[BP04]. statistical [BF13]. step [BP91].
stochastic [BP04]. successive [Bel84].
system [BB08]. Systems
[Che91, ABBP13a, PB08].
techniques [Bel83, PB05]. telemetry
[BBO81, BBM83]. Thomson [BPW93].
time [Bel10, BF13]. times [BR91]. TMB [KNB+15]. tracking [BB08]. tridiagonal [ABBP13a]. Twenty [Che91]. Twenty-fifth [Che91]. two [BP91].

update [BC93]. using [BP04, PB05, PB07].

values [BB08]. variable [BP04]. variance [PB04]. variances [BBS94, BBS96]. via [PB08].

weighting [BBS94, BBS96]. workplace [Oce81].
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